Hi Everybody. Please find below your unedited feedback in black. My response to some of your
statements is in purple italics.
Thanks for your comments, below
Pete
I am feeling somewhat stressed from my classes as this is the first time I’m taking more than 4
classes, so I’m trying to find healthy & productive ways to manage my time & balance
school/work with extracurricular. I have an upcoming camping trip that I am excited about
fortunately. I really like the ethical discussions in this class.
I’m overwhelmed with everything I have going on lately with work, school, and group projects.
There is a lot of reading for every class including this one, but I enjoy the in-class discussions &
presentations.
Still unsure on the path our project should take.
I am always concerned w/ my project. How far are we going to take it? How intense is it in week
10…. I’m not here to skate by and do the bare minimum however I am stressed out.
I’m asking you to do your best to design and support your project. As time moves on, you will see
what others do to give you ideas of scope. Additionally, I will provide some direction. I have on
the rare occasion told a group that their efforts where not sufficient.
I am currently trying to figure myself out in a sense. I have had a desire to join the Peace Corps
since high school but I fell in love last year and am conflicted about the trade-offs when it comes
to the two + what I want.
I am in my last quarter and this month has been very busy. I just applied for a scholarship and
graduate school. I have to take the GRE in a week and I have one more grad app due. I am trying
to balance all of this, my senior project, and schoolwork. I will soon have more free time.
So far, my time here at Cal Poly is going well. I’m a transfer student and I was quite worried
about the quarter system. As long as I stay on track I believe I will succeed not only in your class
buy my other classes.
The past few weeks have been stressful, but otherwise everything is going well. I am graduating
this quarter & am looking for jobs!
I am really enjoying this class though. Having grown up in Africa, a lot of these topics strike a
chord for me. I want to start an NGO some day to really help & make a difference.
This class is going well. I’m really liking it so far.
I’m sill really enjoying the flexibility & freedom of the class. I’m still a but unsure of whether
we’re pursuing the right approach to my group’s project but I’m excited about what we’re doing
so far and looking forward to a lot more progress.

I like this class, I feel like it’s making me a more aware human. I find myself feeling frustrated at
friends who are oblivious to our privilege and not willing to make small changes in their life
styles nor learn more about the reality of other’s lives in industrialized countries.
I took a midterm this morning. I think it went pretty well. My landlady has been threatening
eviction sporadically and it’s very stressful also it seems like she is actively getting crazier.
My house in SLO has fruit trees (oranges, lemons, avocados, apples) and it feels way better to
pick fresh fruit than buy them.
I went to Montaña de Oro this weekend, and man I could spend days, weeks there. So beautiful.
The waves were HUGE!! Also lots of cool rocks.
We are finally in contact with our project contact. I am very excited to start working on this
project. I am also hoping to continue to work on this project after this class is over.
I’m super excited to be working with our contact on our project, but I feel pretty far outside of
my comfort zone!
Life is majorly chaotic right now, having lots of existential crises about what I’m doing in my
life right now and whether it’s truly making me happy. Kind of resisting the structure of how life
is set up like go to college, get a job, etc. I miss how fulfilled I felt in a developing country this
summer, feeling guilty about those I left behind there.
Sorority recruitment just finished but now the new member process begins so one stress ended
and a new began. This class is enjoyable + fairly stress free though 😊
I’m doing well overall – very hungry and considering if I should buy groceries or eat what I
already have (not much). This quarter is pretty busy and I was really overwhelmed last week but
I’m trying to have a healthier mindset. Considering how to be less harsh on myself and eat better
(more than 1 meal per day). Excited for a 50 hour prayer + worship tent next week. No idea what
I’m doing in the future and trying to not guess and trust God. Your hair looks very fluffy. How
are the catfish?
Lately I’ve been teaching myself and my roommates to cook. It’s a great way to get rid of stress,
and it’s tasty! I recently made an amazing chicken parmesan. I want to try cooking with solar!
I enjoy learning and listening to the guest speakers. It is good to hear professional opinions and
insights on global poverty.
I’m enjoying this class and the transition from community college to a 4 year.
I’m still confused with deadlines in this class. How much should we have done by now?
I had a pretty bad fall the other day. I’ve been working on illustration.

Like those speakers.
Initially, on PlayPosit, there was no option to enroll in this class. I haven’t changed my
enrollment since and likely nobody else has. If it’s available and you want us to switch you
should probably announce that.
My bad, sorry about that. There will be no evaluation made of student participation in this video.
I’m tired :)
Classes are going well – I’m in class for my minor only but I have 2 midterms.
I would like some restful sleep.
I got called in for an interview with my dream company!. They’re a multi-modal transportation
planning firm in Seattle, WA and all over North America. I’m super excited! I’m hoping to use
the sustainability principles I learn in this class at my intership there! (If I get the internship of
course….)
I have started looking into possibly pursuing a career in education, specifically about
sustainability. I know there is a lot of cool opportunities coming my way.
I just got done with running sorority recruitment, which was talking all of my free time. I’m
eager to have school be the #1 priority of my free time again so I can get more involved in
classes like this one!
I like your clothes.
Hello Professor,
I have really been enjoying your class & the flexibility that you provide. I did get a B on our first
assessment so that’s a bummer, but hopefully will do better next time.
Cal Poly has been super challenging so far especially as a full time student, working full time &
best of all raising 3 amazing kids as a single mom.
I enjoy the class. Wish we could subscribe to the website and receive an email on Sunday w/
reading for upcoming week.
Today I am very tired. I like the guest speakers in class but sometimes I feel like I am not
learning much. Just how other people are going into different countries & one trying to instigate
change. But do all our efforts matter? Are we supposed to interfere with other lives? On the
grander scale of things. Should we just not get involved regardless of how “unfortunate” other
people appear to be?
These are great questions. It seems to me that if you are having these questions, you have
learned a lot so far in this class. I have no answers to these questions… only perspectives. You

can consider what others say and make some decision about how you want to be in the world.
Thank you for your thoughts.
I am tired because I just finished formal recruitment for my sorority and I need to catch up on
school work and sleep.
I am hoping to fall in love.
I love this class.
I’m doing good. I went camping on the beach this weekend, that was fun. I have an English class
that kind of relates to this class, which is pretty cool.

